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Abstract
Background: Many studies indicate that patient satisfaction is signi�cantly negatively correlated with
waiting time. A well-designed healthcare system should not keep patients waiting too long for
appointment and consultation. However, in China, patients spend considerable time waiting, and the
actual time spent on diagnosis and treatment in the consulting room is comparatively less.

Methods: We developed an arti�cial intelligence (AI)-assisted module that is embedded in hospital
information systems. Through its use, outpatients were automatically recommended an imaging
examination or a laboratory test based on their symptoms and chief complaint. Thus, they could get
examined or tested before they went to see the doctor. People who saw a doctor in the traditional way
were assigned to the conventional group, and those who used the AI-assisted system were assigned to
the AI-assisted group. We conducted a 1:1 case–control study that applied propensity score matching to
pair the data from patients in a pediatric tertiary hospital between August 1, 2019 and January 31, 2020.
Waiting time was de�ned as the time from registration to preparation for a laboratory test or an imaging
examination. The total cost included the registration fee, test fee, examination fee, and drug fee. The
Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to compare the differences in time and cost between the AI-assisted
group and the conventional group. The statistical signi�cance level was set at 0.05 for two sides.

Results: A total of 12,342 visits were recruited for this study, consisting of 6,171 visits in the conventional
group and 6,171 visits in the AI-assisted group. The median waiting time was 0.38 (inter-quartile range:
0.20, 1.33) hours for the AI-assisted group compared with 1.97 (0.76, 3.48) hours for the conventional
group (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Using AI can signi�cantly reduce the waiting time of patients for outpatient procedures, and
thus, enhance the outpatient process of hospitals.

Background
Global population explosion and increasing life expectancy have led to a surge in patients seeking
medical services. When the medical demand exceeds a hospital’s capacity, the patients’ waiting time is
prolonged [1]. Waiting time in outpatient clinics is recognized as one of the main issues in outpatient
healthcare worldwide [2]. It has two dimensions: actual waiting time and perceived waiting time [3]. Some
studies indicate that patient satisfaction is signi�cantly negatively correlated with actual waiting time [2,
4-7]. While some studies believe the perception towards waiting time will affect overall satisfaction, but
actual waiting time will not [3, 8]. Table 1 introduces research on waiting times. But all in all, a well-
functioning hospital ideally should not keep patients waiting too long for appointment and consultation
[2, 9].

Table 1. Literature review and summary on perception waiting time and actual waiting time.
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Study Year Outcome Conclusions

Thompson DA,

et al. [3]

1996 PWT Satisfaction depended more on PWT than AWT.

Gartner D, et

al. [8]

2020 PWT Reducing PWT could potentially improve patient

satisfaction.

Sun J, et al. [2] 2017 AWT Reducing AWT could improve patient satisfaction.

Michael M, et

al. [4]

2013 AWT Significant reductions in AWT was observed along with

an increase in patient satisfaction.

Xie Z, et al. [5] 2017 AWT AWT was negatively associated with patient satisfaction. 

Xie W, et al. [6] 2019 AWT The reservation service shortened patient’s AWT and

improved patient satisfaction.

Liu J, et al. [7] 2019 AWT Outpatients’ overall satisfaction was associated with

AWT.

PWT: Perception Waiting Time; AWT: Actual Waiting Time.

In China, outpatients need to wait for a considerable amount of time, whereas the actual time spent on
diagnosis and treatment in the consulting room is comparatively very short. There are two main reasons
for this. First, most Chinese hospitals do not require patients to have a prescheduled appointment [6].
Most patients wait to see a doctor on the day of their registration. Considering China has more than 1.4
billion people but fewer than 5 million doctors, it is conceivable that every doctor’s availability is fully
booked, especially in the tertiary hospitals. The second reason for hospital overcrowding is the imperfect
family doctor appointment system. In Europe and North America, family doctors resolve residents’
common illnesses, and they establish long-term service relationships with patients and their families [10].
The Chinese government has implemented a three-tier system. The primary hospital is responsible for
basic needs and common diseases. For issues beyond the primary hospital’s capabilities, the patient is
referred to a secondary hospital and then to a tertiary hospital as necessary. However, the system is not
mandatory, and the patient’s choices are respected. Even if their conditions are likely to be resolved by
primary or secondary hospitals, patients prefer tertiary general hospitals because of their better medical
equipment and specialists [4].

Because of the large number of pediatric outpatient clinics and a brain drain of pediatricians in recent
years, these problems are particularly prominent in pediatric hospitals. Therefore, it is of great practical
signi�cance to analyze the queuing process and simplify the outpatient procedure in order to reduce the
waiting time. For this purpose, the use of arti�cial intelligence (AI) is worth exploring. AI-based methods
have emerged as powerful tools to transform medical care. In a retrospective study conducted by the
team of Guangzhou Women and Children's Medical Center and Hangzhou YI TU Healthcare Technology
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Co. Ltd, AI enabled high diagnostic accuracy for common diseases comparable with pediatricians [11].
They developed a natural language processing (NLP) model based on deep learning to extract clinical
information from electronic medical record, and then built a diagnostic system based on the extracted
features. So, AI could generate its own diagnosis, much like a human doctor's clinical reasoning process.
And in our collaboration with YI TU, we used a similar modeling approach, drawing on their previous
success. AI has also been applied for emergency room and laboratory (lab) procedures; it showed strong
performance in predicting waiting times and optimizing processes [12-16]. The emergency appointment
systems in Europe and the United States are highly similar to the Chinese outpatient system, as they do
not require advance appointments [17].

With this background, we propose an AI-assisted approach for enhancing the e�ciency of the outpatient
process. In this study, we applied AI to the existing system of the Shanghai Children’s Medical Center
(SCMC) to diagnose patients in advance and determine the corresponding prescription of an imaging
examination or a laboratory test. Patients undertook the examination or the test prior to visiting the
doctor, which reduced their waiting time. We investigated the impacts of the AI-assisted outpatient
system on patients’ waiting time and expenses.

Methods
Establishment of the AI model

Based on deep learning, the SCMC and YI TU Technology Company jointly developed a personalized
consultation and automatic diagnosis algorithm that can imitate the process of the doctor’s consultation.
At the same time, the medical records are structured through natural language processing. Following by
automatic diagnosis based on medical records, the corresponding examinations or tests items are
generated. The algorithm and model of this study were very similar to that of Liang’s [11], except that our
model had been updated and iterated on the basis of Liang’s study. In Liang’s study, they focused on the
use of AI to diagnose pediatric diseases, but our study used AI to prescribe examinations and tests before
seeing a doctor to reduce the waiting time of patients in hospital lines.

We selected 59,041 high-quality medical records hand-annotated by a team of professional doctors and
informatics experts. Then AI model was used to �nd the internal rules between patients' chief
complaint/past history and the tests/examinations that needed to be done. The features of patients were
captured and marked for prediction; then appropriate clinical test/examination decisions were �nally
made. In another of our studies, to assess the performance of XIAO YI, we invited 6 doctors to evaluate
the recommended tests/examinations by reviewing the chief complaints and other clinical information
from the internal department, respiratory department and gastroenterology department. The
recommended tests/examinations were accurate, based on the results of the doctor's checks. After
preliminary analysis, the accuracy of XIAO YI was 0.92, it was better than junior doctors (0.89).

Considering guardian’s acceptance, though AI could theoretically generate most of the
tests/examinations, our �nal model only considered certain kinds of the tests/examinations, which were
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non-invasive (or less invasive) and low-cost. Thus, XIAO YI just recommended common items to patients.
If a 12-year-old child developed hematuria with lumbago for 1 day, the initial diagnosis might be kidney
stones. According to the consultation, XIAO YI analyzed that the child needed blood routine, urine routine
and urinary B-ultrasound. But for some kidney stones, doctors might also ask the patient to have a CT
scan. The price of CT was higher, but B-ultrasound was su�cient for a preliminary diagnosis of kidney
stones. In performance test, most errors were items missing (85%).This was the result of our deliberate
choice, as we did not require XIAO YI to order all tests/examinations for patients. On the contrary, we only
needed it to issue the simplest and most common parts. The rest of the complex, invasive ones would be
left to professional doctors.

At the same time, in each department, we also had special back-stage doctors responsible for reviewing
every item ordered by XIAO YI. The doctors would adjust the tests/examinations manually according to
the actual condition. For example, some parents wanted to add other tests/examinations that were not
related to the disease. That didn't happen often, though. Only after the doctors’ approval, can the patients
pay and complete the tests/examinations.

Procedure of the AI-assisted outpatient service

We explain the standard outpatient procedure and the AI-based modi�cations to it. A patient needs to be
registered �rst. After registration, the patients wait in the waiting area. When it is their turn, they are called
to the consulting room to see a doctor. In most cases, a lab test and an imaging examination are ordered
to con�rm diagnosis. The patient pays for these, and then goes to the appropriate place to get examined
or tested. After receiving the report, the patient has to wait again to see the doctor and ascertain the
diagnosis based on which the patient may be recommended another examination/test or medicines. In
this study, we focus on the steps from registration to the examination or test.

The �rst step in the AI-assisted outpatient service remains the same. The patient is registered. In the next
step, the patient opens the WeChat application (a Twitter-like social application widely used in China) on
their mobile phone. The patient’s unique outpatient number is linked to a small smart program based on
WeChat named XIAO YI. XIAO YI is the materialization of the above-discussed algorithms, which has
clients on both mobile phones and doctors’ work computers. XIAO YI can automatically read the
registration information of the patient. Depending on the symptoms, XIAO YI asks the patient a series of
questions, like a real doctor would. The next question is decided intelligently based on the answer to the
previous question. When the AI believes it has gathered enough information, the inquiry ends. XIAO YI
orders any tests and examinations that must be done to help the doctors make the clinical diagnosis. The
tests and examinations “prescribed” by XIAO YI are basic, non-invasive, and relatively inexpensive (e.g.,
blood routine). The patient then makes the payment for these tests and heads to the testing room. If the
patient disagrees, they would then have to go through the traditional procedure of waiting in line to see
the doctor. When the test or examination is completed and the report is obtained, the patient waits to be
called to the doctor’s o�ce for consultation. The traditional and AI-assisted work�ows are shown in Fig.
1.
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Selection of subjects

SCMC is one of the biggest pediatric specialized hospitals in Shanghai. It is a�liated to Shanghai Jiao
Tong University School of Medicine. We collected the information of patient’s registrations from August 1,
2019 to January 31, 2020. The dataset included patients from the internal department, gastroenterology
department, and respiratory department who visited SCMC during that period. It included their gender, age
(on the day of registration), registration code, registration time, time of meeting the doctor, time of
examination/testing, time of prescription by the doctor, and time of receiving the medicines, among
others. We ensured patients’ privacy. In the dataset that we extracted and used for analysis, researchers
could not see the patient’s name or their outpatient number. The patient’s outpatient number was recoded
into a registration code, mainly because sometimes a patient would register multiple times in one day
and therefore the outpatient number needed to be recoded to make it unique. In addition, in this way, the
information security of patients was also guaranteed.

During this period, uniformly trained volunteers and nurses would publicize XIAO YI to the guardians of
children in the internal department, gastroenterology department, and respiratory department, and
directed them how to use it. With the help of volunteers, some guardians used XIAO YI to order and
complete tests/examinations before they went to see a doctor, while some guardians sticked to the
traditional way of seeing a doctor. Thus, patients were categorized into two groups, namely, the
conventional outpatient group and the AI-assisted group (AI group), depending on their own choices.
Because there were far more patients in the conventional group than in the AI group, we conducted a 1:1
matched case–control study. The two groups of patients were matched according to the registration time
mainly because the time of registration may be the most in�uential factor affecting the waiting time of
an outpatient. Generally, there are more patients on holidays than on weekdays, and there are more
patients in the morning than in the afternoon. Moreover, weather, tra�c jam, and other external factors
(e.g., COVID-19 outbreak) could in�uence the time spent by outpatients in the hospital. This complication
can be resolved by matching the registration time to pair the patients who visited the hospital at almost
the same time. We employed propensity score matching (PSM) to pair the patients [18].

We found that using only the paired dataset was insu�cient. This was because in our conceptual
scenario, patients were �rst registered and then queued up in the waiting area to see the doctor. However,
the actual situation was that after some patients registered, they did not wait to see the doctor if they
perceived that there was a long waiting time due to too many patients. Some of these patients (i.e.,
children accompanied by their guardians) returned to the waiting area after some time with a fresh
registration. As a result, this kind of patients spent a lot more time waiting than others. In addition, there
were some patients who took advantage of the features of the system to make an appointment,
especially in the AI group, as it was more convenient to make an appointment through the AI system. For
example, if a patient came to register at 8 a.m. but the patient was not available until 2 p.m., the patient
would request the nurse to schedule the appointment for 2 p.m. This would greatly overestimate the time
spent in the hospital.
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To avoid these issues, we cleaned the data according to some criteria. We excluded the patients who did
not have a lab test because the main function of the AI was to order a lab test before the patient’s
consultation with the doctor. Patients who spent more than �ve hours from registration to consultation
were also excluded, as were those who spent more than eight hours from registration to obtaining their
medicines. According to the experience of many doctors in the hospital, such long waiting times usually
happened because the patients either had appointment or were late for their appointment. The patients
who spent less than �ve minutes waiting were also excluded, as these were likely errors made by the AI
system when reading the data.

Outcomes

The primary outcome was the time spent by the patient from registration to taking the laboratory test or
examination, de�ned as the waiting time. The secondary outcome was the expenses incurred by the
patient in the hospital. Thus, we evaluated the performance of the AI-system from two dimensions. In
addition, we also divided the patients into different subgroups according to the departments and
tests/examinations, and further analyzed the differences of patients' waiting time.

Statistical analysis

Stata 15 was used for statistical analysis and PSM. Continuous variables were expressed as means ±
standard deviation (SD) or medians and inter-quartile range (IQR). Categorical variables were
summarized as counts and percentages. Missing data were not imputed and were deleted. All of the
analyses were two-sided, and P values of < 0.05 were considered to be signi�cant. The skewness/kurtosis
test for normality was used to test the assumption of normal distribution. When normally distributed,
continuous variables were expressed as mean ± SD and calculated using a paired Student’s t-test. If not,
as was the case with almost all continuous variables, we used the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank
test.

Propensity scores were estimated using logistic regression. The covariate was time of registration. This
covariate was selected because it may affect the time that the patient spent in the hospital. The time
from registration to taking the test or examination was entered into the regression model as a dependent
variable. The group was de�ned as an independent variable. A 1:1 “nearest neighbor,” case-control match
without replacement was used [19]. Stata was used to test the equilibrium between the two groups after
PSM, and p > 0.05 suggested that the difference in registration time was not statistically signi�cant. The
chi-square test was used to compare the sex ratio in the two groups and the ratio of visits in each
department.

Results
Data preparation
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Initially, our analysis recruited 156,635 visits obtained from the information department of the SCMC for
the period from August 1, 2019 to January 31, 2020 (Fig. 2, step 1). There were a few appointments for
which the patients came after a long time following their registration. These visits were excluded from our
analysis (Fig. 2, step 2). We also discarded patients who arrived late (Fig. 2, step 3) to prevent such visits
from interfering with the results. Because our purpose was to simplify the outpatient process by adjusting
the order in which lab tests were performed, patients who did not receive lab tests were excluded (Fig. 2,
step 4). In addition, for the data of some patients, the data on the medicine expenses were missing. This
part of data was excluded (Fig. 2, step 5). Similarly, data of patients with illogical discrepancies were
excluded. For example, for a few patients, the data indicated that they registered and received their
medicines in just one minute, which was not possible (Fig. 2, step 6).

Patients were paired 1:1 with PSM according to the registration time (accurate to minutes). According to
the results, there was no statistical difference (p > 0.05) in the registration time between the two groups
after matching.

Demographic characteristics of the subjects

Our �nal dataset comprised 12,342 visits. Among them, 6,171 belonged to the conventional group
(controls) and 6,171 belonged to the AI-assisted group (cases). The summary statistics are as follows: for
the conventional group: 3,298 males, 2,873 females, and mean age: 4.57 ± 3.16 years; for the AI-assisted
group: 3,266 males, 2,818 females, and mean age: 3.99 ± 2.87 years. The gender ratio was similar in both
groups (P > 0.05). Although the difference in age was signi�cant (p < 0.05), we did not consider it as a
confounding factor that would affect the results. The majority of cases (97.68%) and controls (89.74%)
went to the pediatric internal department for treatment (p < 0.05). During that period, few patients visited
the gastroenterology (4.12% for controls and 0.16% for cases) or respiratory (6.14% for controls and
0.75% for cases) departments. Because of manual data entry errors, the registration department and
birthdate of 87 AI-assisted patients had been lost. The detailed information about the patients’ gender,
age, and medical department is shown as Table 2.
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Comparison between case group and control group

To reiterate, the waiting time was de�ned as the time from registration to preparation for a laboratory test
or examination, and the total cost included the registration fee, test fee, examination fee, and drug fee. As
shown in Table 3, for the AI-assisted group, the median waiting time was about 0.38 hours compared with
about 1.97 hours for the conventional group. The difference was statistically signi�cant (p < 0.05). The
expense of the AI-supported group was lower in terms of total cost (p < 0.05).
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Because the number of patients in each department was different, we divided the patients into 6
subgroups according to the departments and groups. As shown in Table 4, there were more AI-assisted
patients in the internal department, while AI-assisted patients in the respiratory and gastroenterology
departments were signi�cantly less than those in the control group. However, in all departments, we could
see that the median waiting time in the AI-assisted group was lower than that in the conventional group
(p<0.05).
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In addition, patients were also divided into different subgroups according to the tests/examinations they
would do. Firstly, according to our statistics, the most common examinations were abdominal ultrasound
and chest X-ray. The number of other examinations was relatively small, so we only compared the
patients who received an abdominal ultrasound or chest X-ray. In Table 5, the waiting time of AI-assisted
group was signi�cantly lower than that of conventional group (p<0.05). Secondly, because laboratory
tests often overlapped, patients who needed a stool routine test, for example, often had to take a blood
routine test as well. According to statistics, urine routine test, stool routine test, and in�uenza A and B
virus detection were the most common among all the items. Thus, we compared patients who did only
one times of blood routine test, urine routine test, stool routine test, or in�uenza A and B virus detection.
As shown in Table 6, among different test items, the waiting time was still lower in the AI-assisted group
than that of conventional group (p<0.05). No other signi�cant associations were found.
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Discussions
In this study, we veri�ed that getting a laboratory test or an imaging examination prior to seeing a doctor
could signi�cantly reduce patients’ waiting time. We also found that accepting the tests or examinations
recommended by the AI-assisted system did not result in higher costs; on the contrary, the cost was lower
than that of ordinary patients. This research suggests a way to enhance the outpatient procedure to a
certain extent by reducing the links in the whole process. The number of outpatient services in public
tertiary general hospitals has increased dramatically. Long waiting times can lead to patients with
potentially urgent problems not receiving timely treatment [20]. They may also lead to canceled or no-
show appointments [20, 21]. In other studies, the average waiting time at Chinese general tertiary general
hospitals was 23 minutes [2]. The waiting time for outpatient service in pediatric hospitals was found to
be generally longer at 42 minutes [22]. In our study, as the waiting time was de�ned as the time from
registration to preparation for the examination or test, it was longer than that reported in other studies.
With AI, the waiting time was reduced to 0.38 hours (i.e., < 5 minutes) from about two hours before.
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The waiting time of outpatients has always been a matter of great concern in China and other developing
countries. Substantial research has shown that evaluating and redesigning outpatient systems in the
healthcare process would successfully reduce waiting times and improve satisfaction. Studies at tertiary
general hospitals in China have reported similar �ndings. For example, Wang et al. reported that staff
carried out a quality circle-themed activity, which reduced the time for patients to see a doctor [23]. Chen
et al. suggested that waiting time could be substantially reduced through the introduction of an
appointment system and �exible, demand-oriented doctor scheduling according to the number of patients
waiting at different times of the workday [24]. However, for pediatric hospitals with a limited number of
doctors, it would undoubtedly increase the daily work burden of doctors. In addition, pediatric hospitals
and general hospitals are different in many ways. The immune functions of children are still developing,
and a variety of diseases caused by climate factors has a signi�cant impact on the number of pediatric
visits. Therefore, it is questionable whether the advantages of redesigned outpatient systems are
applicable to a large children’s hospital. Accordingly, we believe that an AI-based system would simplify
the pediatric outpatient process and reduce the waiting time of patients without increasing (or even
reducing) doctors’ workload in a children’s hospital. In the emergency department and the radiology
department, there is a precedent for using AI to reduce outpatient time. Curtis [12] investigated the
applicability of machine learning models to predict waiting times at a walk-in radiology facility (for
radiography) and delay times for scheduled radiology services (CT, MRI, and ultrasound). Accurately
predicting waiting times and delays in scheduled appointments may enable staff members to more
accurately respond to patient �ow. In Lin’s study [25], supervised machine learning models provided an
accurate patient wait time prediction and were able to identify the factors with the largest contribution to
patient wait times. It is important to note that patient satisfaction increases when patients are told about
their expected wait time. Similar results have been reported in other studies [9, 26-30].

To our knowledge, ours is the �rst study to use AI for assisting in the outpatient process by predicting
whether a lab test or an imaging examination is recommended prior to seeing a doctor. The innovation of
our study lies in the embedding of the combination of AI-assisted diagnosis and prescription into the
outpatient procedure. By extending this system, it is conceivable that the parents of the children could
complete a series of steps, such as registration, pre-consultation, and prescription at home or on the way,
to the hospital with the help of XIAO YI. After registration, patients could immediately undergo the
required examination or tests, which considerably improves the e�ciency of medical care. Since the
implementation of the XIAO YI system in 2018, it has assisted in more than 270,000 visits, in total, and
more than 60,000 children have experienced the new outpatient procedure. All of the datasets we used for
training and validation were from patients with real medical experience, and they were more re�ective of
the real world than recruiting volunteers to participate in the experiment. As in the real world, a patient’s
medical process is often subject to change. In addition, a patient’s waiting time is affected by a number
of factors, and the most obvious one is the time of registration. Seasons, holidays, and periods of time
may affect the �ow of patients. Another advantage of this study is that PSM was used to pair the data of
the control group and the case group in order to eliminate the in�uence of different registration times.
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This study has the following limitations. First of all, the proportion of patients in the AI-assisted group
was different in 3 departments. But in fact, during the study, uniformly trained volunteers and nurses in all
3 departments were unbiased educating patients about the new technology and teaching them how to
use XIAO YI. Apparently, patients from internal department were more receptive to XIAO YI. The difference
may be due to patients' own choices. Internal department generally treated patients with common
diseases, such as colds, coughs, gastroenteritis, and urinary tract infections. Most of these conditions,
which everyone had one or more times in their life, were not fatal or intractable. So, children's guardians
were more willing to try XIAO YI when there were too many people in line. But in gastroenterology or
respiratory department, things might be complicated, such as unexplained abdominal pain, jaundice,
asthma, and tuberculosis. In this case, the guardians might have insu�cient trust in AI technology and
prefer to seek help from the real doctors. But this was not a contradiction. According to previous data,
there were far more patients from internal department in the same period than in the gastroenterology or
respiratory departments. At the same time, most of the internal patients' conditions were simple, the
diagnoses were also clearer. So, the target group of XIAO YI was precisely this kind of patients. Having
them check-up before seeing a doctor not only reduced the waiting time, but also relieved the doctor's
pressure.

Second, the system was designed for the target patients, that is, the patients who needed an imaging
examination or a lab test. The patients who did not undergo an imaging examination or a lab test were
excluded. Third, the AI system and the hospital information system need to be connected by the unique
outpatient number to make the data exchange. If the doctor forgets to enter the patient’s outpatient
number during diagnosis, there would be no way to connect this part of the data. This resulted in missing
data and the appearance of illogical values. With debugging and other interventions, this issue can be
resolved.

Chinese public hospitals, especially the tertiary hospitals, have strong similarities in patient’s overload
and doctor’s shortage. Therefore, they all may become the applicable scenarios for XIAO YI and bene�t
from it. As a matter of fact, in�uenced by the successful experience of the SCMC, other hospitals in
Shanghai Pudong New Area have already introduced XIAO YI to ease the work burden of doctors. In the
near future, from a polycentric perspective, we will focus on using AI to help patients receive more
e�cient, accurate, and fair guidance and to reasonably triage patients according to their diseases and the
examinations they need.

Conclusions
In this 1:1 matched case–control study, waiting times were signi�cantly reduced when AI was used. AI
can not only improve medical service but also potentially play a transformative role in the design of
processes for enhancing patient �ow.

Abbreviations
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AI: arti�cial intelligence, SCMC: Shanghai Children’s Medical Center, PSM: propensity score matching, SD:
standard deviation, IQR: inter-quartile range
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Figures

Figure 1

The process of outpatient in Shanghai Children’s Medical Center. This picture showed the entire process
of the patient's visit to the SCMC, including the conventional and AI-assisted procedures.

Figure 2
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Procedures of data cleaning. In the actual medical process, patients might be late, had numerical loss or
could not complete the examination/test. These patients would interfere with the calculation of the
waiting time, so the data that did not meet the requirements would be eliminated step by step.


